
Alexander Pope on Speed: a review of Thomas Sayers Ellis, The Corny Toys (Arrowsmith Press, 
2018) 

As an original founding member of the Dark Room Collective over thirty years ago, Thomas Sayers 
Ellis has had an “interesting” (as in the old, reputedly Chinese, curse, “May you live in interesting 
times”) career. Unlike the soaring careers of his peers (a partial list would include Sharan Strange, 
Kevin Young, Carl Phillips, Major Jackson, and Tracy K. Smith), Ellis’ has been more tortuous, in 
part because of his decision to abandon (or, given its title, extend) the path early publications like 
The Maverick Room seemed to promise. Long before his recent troubles (allegations of sexual 
impropriety), Ellis had (re)fashioned himself into an iconoclastic misfit, careening from the path 
blazed by Baraka which, in a familiar paradox, makes him an heir to his (non)-hero in spirit if not in 
the body of work thus far. Ellis’ performance poetry project, Heroes Are Gang Leaders, captures 
perfectly the Janus-bind he finds liberating: the past as straitjacket and purple robe, the future, 
foretold, perhaps, but not forespoken. As much as I enjoy the band’s music and poetry—the cds are 
widely available—I have been waiting for the next book.  Inasmuch as it is a deliberately over-the-
top screed against certain aesthetic, cultural and social données within current black poetry, poetics, 
and culture, it’s safe to say that The Corny Toys will not win Ellis many friends. 

The Corny Toys finds Ellis in the role of the satirist. Despite his self-assured declaration at the end of 
this six-part, unpaginated poem that “TSE’s style/has no father” (followed by the personal, if cryptic, 
admission, “Found out his daddy/not his daddy”), this book-long attack on a presumed 
black/feminist cabal (“And suddenly Equality  becomes Empire” is the epigraph) reads like 
Alexander Pope on speed (“another full fathom fake out filthy flophouse”). In other words, this is 
less “after” Baraka than it is a “return” to Ishmael Reed, Fran Ross or, even earlier, George Schuyler. 
These are primarily fiction writers, which means the paucity of black poet parodists makes Ellis a 
rare figure.1 As the excerpts above suggest, Ellis’ basic devices are alliteration, assonance and the pun. 
Some of these are humorous (“Nerf verse. / Weeble Woke Apnea.”), some not as much (“Cleo P C 
Patra”), and some, simply overwrought (“a Brave Black Animal New World Farm/ of Darth 
Kraterocratics…”). Still, the form, the relentless allusions to the myths of epic, keeps things moving 
at a good clip. And speaking of myth, just as Homer had his chorus of community standards, so too 
Ellis: “…the super spirit in sperm aging into a sun / regulated to the pornography of poverty’s circle 
of sight / followed by several lectures by The Blames on ‘The Inappropriate Use / of Tension in 
Metaphors Forbidden To Touch.’” To be fair, Ellis’ targets are not confined to the po’ biz. His most 
general complaint is directed toward all moral police, including those who “Lear-like a Cornel East 
in solemnly sweat.”  

Like all satirists, Ellis’ position, his stance, is in, but not of, this world, and amid the onslaught of 
hurled javelins, he makes clear where he stands his ground, even if it might appear to be just another 
spit of land: “They all have libraries. They all have libraries. They all have libraries, / the same non 

                                                 
1Melvin B. Tolson’s incomplete Harlem Gallery: Book One: The Curator is a precedent only to a certain extent. 
Tolson takes potshots at both Eliotian modernism and, especially, the insurgent black militancy, but the general 
tone, while not exactly “civil,” is more business-like than Ellis’s tone which sounds insistently “personal.” Of 
course, that may simply be me reading his recent personal difficulties into the work. 

http://www.harvard.com/book/the_corny_toys/
https://youtu.be/tOnmE9mBgsc


living / lie burials, but like ‘Don Lee,’ / TSE ‘wants a new nation under nothing.’” Insofar as he 
inveighs against the prize and workshop factory culture that permeates poetry inside and outside 
academia (“Craft Sigh-cology/ has nothing/ to do with talent…”), Ellis has allies,2 but in the 
#MeToo era this serviceable—if, by now, predictable—criticism aligns uneasily with his criticisms of 
call-out culture even though satire is, by definition, a call-out genre. In this he is, of course, close to 
the position of Ishmael Reed who also has directed a great deal of his energies toward what he 
regards as the hypocrisies and double-standards of (white) feminists.  

Given all the above, is The Corny Toys a “good” book of poetry?  As a six-part satirical poem it has its 
moments of hilarity (“the Artifice All-Stars, / full of the lackadaisical truce-lore / of Blueprint 
Surrender / like a cultural staph-chip-infection bargained for by Fame the Exhorter, / the soul’s ran-
through salesperson, / for a very invisible debut / next to an ad for wishy-washy knock-offs / in 
Carbon Copy/Review.” ). Misanthrope that he is, Ellis aspires to be an equal opportunity destroyer of 
all moral, ethical and social hypocrisies when and wherever they appear. And even if one concludes 
that this good service—hypocrisy should always be exposed—has, as one of its catalysts, rumors and 
allegations (and the subsequent fallout) of sexual impropriety and harassment, does that (partial) 
cause/effect relationship eliminate—or “only” qualify—the value of this book, a value that, in either 
case, is irreducible to aesthetics alone? 

This past semester I taught Yvonne Vera’s searing novel The Stone Virgins. Because of its graphic 
description of the brutal assault of two sisters, I gave all my students the option of substituting other 
final exam questions on other novels in lieu of specific questions about that book. Three students 
chose to avoid the novel altogether (they also chose not to read the specific chapters that describe the 
assault). I still believe Vera is an important, if under read, novelist. I will teach that novel again when 
and if I teach an appropriate upper-level course again. I guess I am saying that The Corny Toys is, for 
me, a book, for all its problems, because of all its problems, worth reading (and rereading). But it’s 
likely that it will not be a book for everyone. 

                                                 
2 A partial list of movements reacting against the workshop formulae would include Language Writing, Flarf and 
Conceptual Writing. Like all satirists Ellis’ work is driven by a desire for “elsewhere” which, in his case, would be 
the pre-workshop era that saw the rise of the San Francisco Renaissance (there’s a bit of Ted Joans and Bob 
Kaufman in Ellis) and the Black Arts Movement (note that it’s Don Lee, not Haki Madhubuti, being invoked). 
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